


I have been enjoying dressing women of all shapes and 
sizes for over thirty years.  My favorite part of that process 
is the feed back that my customers are gracious enough to 
share with me.  This constant communication enables me 
to design and hand make unique wearable art that makes 

my followers look
FABULOUS and feel RADIANT.  

Your wardrobe should consist of styles that complement your 
individual shape and coloring.   

My goal is to help you to fill your closet with pieces that 
highlight your beauty.  

You are the work of art;   
the clothes are just the frame!   



Body Shape is all about Proportion
Everybody is quite unique so we have determined the 4 shapes I 
believe are the most common.  You may be a combination of the 

shapes listed.  In that case follow the suggestions for the parts 
you are the most like.

Finding your best colors can get very complicated.  In trying to 
weed thru all the information I will try to simplify things.

The skin tone breaks down to cool skin tones and warm skin tones.  
One tip to figuring this out without all the steps is to figure out if 
gold or silver jewelry looks best on you.
Gold looks best on warm tones so you would be a Spring or 
Autumn.
Silver pops on cool tones making you either a winter or summer.
Figured it out yet? Ok, if not here is another test, Do you look 
better in pure white or off white.  Now forget the tan here,  If you 
are an Off white girl you are warm toned.



Here is a free and easy guide to finding your ultimate best 
look.  I am very excited to be able to offer you this fun and 
valuable tool. Pick one from each column and find your 
style/Color code  on the next page and just follow the link.  
You may have colored your hair which changes your color 
guide a little so you should read 
all the areas that you fit into.

BANANA  weight is evenly 
distributed

STRAWBERRY  Your weight is 
carried in your upper body.  
You have broad shoulders 
and a large chest.

ORANGE  You carry most of 
your weight in your middle

PEAR: Your Body is larger 
below your waist.  You may 
have a small bust and waist

Column A

SPRING :You have Ivory, warm or 
peach skin.  You tan well.  Hair 
golden blond, Lt brown, 
strawberry with highlights 
Marilyn Monroe, Nicole Kidman

Column B

SUMMER Porcelain, pink, cool 
mocha.  Tends to burn.  Hair Ash 
blond to dark ash Brown. Think  
Jodie Foster

FALL Skin warm beige, brown.  
Hair Golden blond to red to 
auburn to red black. Oprah 
Winfrey, Julia Roberts.

WINTER  Skin Porcelain, rose 
beige, Olive, Cool Brown.  Hair 
white blond, Medium to dk ash 
brown, blue Black.  

GREY your hair color is grey.  
You could have skin tones of 
any of the above seasons.  
Your hair color changes the 
game a little so you may be 
more than one season. 



Here are your Page Codes
Spring Pear    Pages 6-7  
Summer Pear Pages 8-9
Fall Pear Pages 10-11
Winter Pear Pages 12-13
Grey Pear Page 14
Spring Orange Pages 15-16
Summer Orange Pages  17-18
Fall Orange Pages 19-20
Winter Orange Pages 21-22
Grey Orange Page  23
Spring Strawberry Pages 24-25
Summer  Strawberry Pages 26-27
Fall Strawberry Pages 28-29
Winter Strawberry Pages 30-31
Grey Strawberry Page 32
Spring Banana Pages 33-34
Summer Banana Pages 35-36
Fall Banana Pages 37-38
Winter Banana Pages 39-40
Grey Banana Page  41



SPRING PEAR 

Pear

Best features  
Shoulders, trim waist and torso.

Your lower body is wider then your upper 
body 
Goal

Emphasize your waist and arms.  Add 
volume to your shoulders to minimize 

your hips

SPRING
Your Skin is Ivory, warm or peach.  You tan 
well.  Your hair is Golden Blond, Lt brown 
or strawberry with blond highlights.
Think Marilyn Monroe and Nicole Kidman.

Best colors include Coral, yellow, lime 
green, Periwinkle, Ivory, Camel rust.



Tops
Wear layers to create a balance for your shape by filling 
up your upper half.  Nice looks include crop jackets , ¾ 

sleeves, wide scoop necks.
Bottoms

Boot cut pants in darker colors.  Wear heels to give your 
legs a longer length

Dresses and tunics should be A-line to flow over the 
hips.

Suggested styles:
Ashley Top, Tabitha Dress, Beth Tunic, Becky Knit top in 

Melon

Taffy Top in Lt. Chartreuse/Melon

https://steelpony.com/products/taffy-top


SUMMER PEAR

SUMMER

Your Skin is Porcelain, pink, cool 
Mocha.  It tends to burn.  Your hair is 
ash blond ti dark ash brown.  Think 
Jodie Foster

PEAR

Best features  
Shoulders, trim waist and torso.

Your lower body is wider then your upper 
body 
Goal

Emphasize your waist and arms.  Add 
volume to your shoulders to minimize 

your hips

Best colors include soft blue, pale lemon, 
jade green, blue-grey, rose beige.



Tops
Wear layers to create a balance for your shape by filling 
up your upper half.  Nice looks include crop jackets , ¾ 

sleeves, wide scoop necks.
Bottoms

Boot cut pants in darker colors.  Wear heels to give your 
legs a longer length

Dresses and tunics should be A-line to flow over the 
hips.

Suggested styles:
Ashley Top, Tabitha Dress,

Becky Knit top in Periwinkle

Tabitha Dress in Periwinkle

https://steelpony.com/products/tabitha-dress-1


FALL PEAR

FALL

Your skin is a warm beige or brown.  Your 
hair is golden blond to red to auburn to 
red black.
Think Oprah Winfrey and Julia Roberts

Good colors for you might include 
pumpkin, Mustard,  Olive green, Maroon, 
off white, Brown, Warm Charcoal

Best features  
Shoulders, trim waist and torso.

Your lower body is wider then your upper 
body 
Goal

Emphasize your waist and arms.  Add 
volume to your shoulders to minimize 

your hips

PEAR



Tops
Wear layers to create a balance for your shape by filling 
up your upper half.  Nice looks include crop jackets , ¾ 

sleeves, wide scoop necks.
Bottoms

Boot cut pants in darker colors.  Wear heels to give your 
legs a longer length

Dresses and tunics should be A-line to flow over the 
hips.

Suggested styles:
Ashley Top, Tabitha 

Dress, Becky Knit top 
in  Suede which can 
be special ordered.

Kareena Dress

https://steelpony.com/products/kareena-dress


WINTER

WINTER PEAR
Your skin is porcelain, rose-beige , 
Olive, Cool brown.  Your hair is 
White blond, Medium to Dark Ash 
brown, Blue Black

Your color choices include Blue Red, 
Cobalt Blue, Emerald Green, Purple, 
White< Black, Taupe

PEAR

Best features  
Shoulders, trim waist and torso.

Your lower body is wider then your upper 
body 
Goal

Emphasize your waist and arms.  Add 
volume to your shoulders to minimize 

your hips



Tops
Wear layers to create a balance for your shape by filling 
up your upper half.  Nice looks include crop jackets , ¾ 

sleeves, wide scoop necks.
Bottoms

Boot cut pants in darker colors.  Wear heels to give your 
legs a longer length

Dresses and tunics should be A-line to flow over the 
hips.

Suggested styles:
Ashley Top, Tabitha Dress, Becky Knit top in  Black

Candy top in Black

https://steelpony.com/products/candy-top


GREY

GREY PEAR
If you have Grey hair, in addition to your 
seasonal color it changes the game a 
little.  Your best colors will be bright 
tones of Red, Rose, Plum, Purples, Berry, 
Jewel tones of Bright Blues and  Clear 
Greens.  Choose bright colors next to 
your face

PEAR

Best features  
Shoulders, trim waist and torso.

Your lower body is wider then your upper 
body 
Goal

Emphasize your waist and arms.  Add 
volume to your shoulders to minimize 

your hips

Tops
Wear layers to create a balance for 
your shape by filling up your upper 

half.  Nice looks include crop jackets , 
¾ sleeves, wide scoop necks.

Bottoms
Boot cut pants in darker colors.  Wear 
heels to give your legs a longer length
Dresses and tunics should be A-line to 

flow over the hips.

Suggested Styles 
Ashley top, Becky Top 
in Lilac
The Lena Tunic would
be perfect for you

https://steelpony.com/products/lena-tunic-dress


SPRING ORANGE
Your Skin is Ivory, warm or peach.  You tan 
well.  Your hair is Golden Blond, Lt brown 
or strawberry with blond highlights.
Think Marilyn Monroe and Nicole Kidman.

SPRING

Best colors include Coral, yellow, lime 
green, Periwinkle, Ivory, Camel rust.

ORANGE

Best Features
Slender legs, smaller shoulder.  The 

best thing for an orange is to show off 
their neckline, forearms and a little leg.

Goal
Elongate the torso.  Show off your legs 

and use fashion to create illusion of 
the waist.



Tops
Draped Fabric.  Light layers

V neck Tops
Monochromatic looks

Cowl necks
Bottoms

You have great legs,  Show them off.
Boot cut pants to create an even line with 

the shoulder.
Shorter Skirts to show off your legs.

Style suggestions
Taffy top, Becky Top, Tabitha Dress, Kristi 

Capri, Dani Yoga Pant In Periwinkle and Lt. 
Chartreuse

Tabitha Dress In Periwinkle

https://steelpony.com/products/tabitha-dress-1


SUMMER ORANGE

SUMMER

Your Skin is Porcelain, pink, cool Mocha.  It 
tends to burn.  Your hair is ash blond to 
dark ash brown.  Think Jodie Foster

ORANGE

Best Features
Slender legs, smaller shoulder.  The 

best thing for an orange is to show off 
their neckline, forearms and a little leg.

Goal
Elongate the torso.  Show off your legs 

and use fashion to create illusion of 
the waist.

Best colors include soft blue, pale lemon, 
jade green, blue-grey, rose beige.



Tops
Draped Fabric.  Light layers

V neck Tops
Monochromatic looks

Cowl necks
Bottoms

You have great legs,  Show them off.
Boot cut pants to create an even line with 

the shoulder.
Shorter Skirts to show off your legs.

Style suggestions
Hailey Top, Karley Sleeveless tunic Vest, 

Kristi Capri, Dani Yoga Pant in Smokey Blue 
or  Dusty Taupe

Hailey Top

https://steelpony.com/products/patterned-hailey-top


FALL ORANGE

Your skin is a warm beige or brown.  Your 
hair is golden blond to red to auburn to 
red black.
Think Oprah Winfrey and Julia Roberts

FALL

Best colors include Coral, yellow, lime 
green, Periwinkle, Ivory, Camel rust.

Best Features
Slender legs, smaller shoulder.  The 

best thing for an orange is to show off 
their neckline, forearms and a little leg.

Goal
Elongate the torso.  Show off your legs 

and use fashion to create illusion of 
the waist.

ORANGE



Tops
Draped Fabric.  Light layers

V neck Tops
Monochromatic looks

Cowl necks
Bottoms

You have great legs,  Show them off.
Boot cut pants to create an even line with 

the shoulder.
Shorter Skirts to show off your legs.

Style suggestions
Tabitha Dress. Ashley top, Hailey Tunic,  

Kristi Capri, Dani Yoga Pant in Periwinkle.

Ashley Top

https://steelpony.com/products/ashley-top-1


WINTER ORANGE
Your skin is porcelain, rose-beige , 
Olive, Cool brown.  Your hair is 
White blond, Medium to Dark Ash 
brown, Blue Black

WINTER

Your color choices include Blue Red, 
Cobalt Blue, Emerald Green, Purple, 
White,Black, Taupe

Best Features
Slender legs, smaller shoulder.  The 

best thing for an orange is to show off 
their neckline, forearms and a little leg.

Goal
Elongate the torso.  Show off your legs 

and use fashion to create illusion of 
the waist.

ORANGE



Tops
Draped Fabric.  Light layers

V neck Tops
Monochromatic looks

Cowl necks
Bottoms

You have great legs,  Show them off.
Boot cut pants to create an even line with 

the shoulder.
Shorter Skirts to show off your legs.

Style suggestions
Ashley Top, Tabitha Dress. Kristi Capri, Dani

Yoga Pant in Black or Periwinkle.

Tabitha Dress

https://steelpony.com/products/tabitha-dress-1


If you have Grey hair, in addition to your 
seasonal  color it changes the game a 
little.  Your best colors will be bright 
tones of Red, Rose, Plum, Purples, Berry, 
Jewel tones of Bright Blues and  Clear 
Greens.  Choose bright colors next to 
your face

GREY ORANGE

GREY

Best Features
Slender legs, smaller shoulder.  The 

best thing for an orange is to show off 
their neckline, forearms and a little leg.

Goal
Elongate the torso.  Show off your legs 

and use fashion to create illusion of 
the waist.

Tops
Draped Fabric.  Light layers

V neck Tops
Monochromatic looks

Cowl necks
Bottoms

You have great legs,  Show them off.
Boot cut pants to create an even line with 

the shoulder.
Shorter Skirts to show off your legs.

Style suggestions
Hailey Top, Ashley Top, Tabitha Dress, Kristi 

Capri, Dani Yoga Pant in Sea Green or 
Periwinkle.

ORANGE



Your Skin is Ivory, warm or peach.  You tan 
well.  Your hair is Golden Blond, Lt brown 
or strawberry with blond highlights.
Think Marilyn Monroe and Nicole Kidman.

SPRING STRAWBERRY

SPRING

Best Features
Trim waist and great legs.

Because you are full on top and slim 
on the bottom you need to choose 
things to add volume to our bottom 

half.
Goal

Accentuate your lower body while 
softening your shoulders and upper 

body

STRAWBERRY



Tops
Cowl necks, Deep v necks simple 

and fuss free.  Fabrics with natural 
drape add movement and 

softness.
Bottoms

Wide leg pants, flowy full bottoms 
helps even out your shape.

Wear bright colors on the bottom, 
Full skirts

Look for clothing that gives you 
the illusion of a waistline.

Style suggestions
Kareena Dress, Patty Tunic, Ashley 

Top, Hedy Tunic

Best colors include Coral, yellow, lime 
green, Periwinkle, Ivory, Camel rust. 

Patty Tunic

https://steelpony.com/products/patty-tunic


Your Skin is Porcelain, pink, cool Mocha.  It 
tends to burn.  Your hair is ash blond to 
dark  ash brown.  Think Jodie Foster

SUMMER STRAWBERRY

SUMMER

Best colors include soft blue, pale lemon, 
jade green, blue-grey, rose beige.

Best Features
Trim waist and great legs.

Because you are full on top and slim 
on the bottom you need to choose 
things to add volume to our bottom 

half.
Goal

Accentuate your lower body while 
softening your shoulders and upper 

body

STRAWBERRY



Tops
Cowl necks, Deep v necks simple 

and fuss free.  Fabrics with natural 
drape add movement and 

softness.
Bottoms

Wide leg pants, flowy full bottoms 
helps even out your shape.

Wear bright colors on the bottom, 
Full skirts

Look for clothing that gives you 
the illusion of a waistline.

Style suggestions
Kareena Dress, Catherine Dress, 

Mandy Dress, Patty Tunic

Kareena Dress in Smokey Blue

https://steelpony.com/products/kareena-dress


Your skin is a warm beige or brown.  Your 
hair is golden blond to red to auburn to 
red black.
Think Oprah Winfrey and Julia Roberts

FALL STRAWBERRY

FALL

Best colors include Coral, yellow, lime 
green, Periwinkle, Ivory, Camel rust.

Best Features
Trim waist and great legs.

Because you are full on top and slim 
on the bottom you need to choose 
things to add volume to our bottom 

half.
Goal

Accentuate your lower body while 
softening your shoulders and upper 

body

STRAWBERRY



Tops
Draped Fabric.  Light layers

V neck Tops
Monochromatic looks

Cowl necks
Bottoms

You have great legs,  Show them off.
Boot cut pants to create an even line with 

the shoulder.
Shorter Skirts to show off your legs.

Style suggestion
Becky Top. Catherine Dress, Ariel Top, Ashley 

Top, Felicity Tunic Dress 

Felicity Tunic Dress in White

https://steelpony.com/products/felicity-tunic-dress


Your skin is porcelain, rose-beige , 
Olive, Cool brown.  Your hair is 
White blond, Medium to Dark Ash 
brown, Blue Black

WINTER STRAWBERRY

WINTER

Your color choices include Blue Red, 
Cobalt Blue, Emerald Green, Purple, 
White, Black, Taupe

STRAWBERRY

Best Features
Trim waist and great legs.

Because you are full on top and slim 
on the bottom you need to choose 
things to add volume to our bottom 

half.
Goal

Accentuate your lower body while 
softening your shoulders and upper 

body



Tops
Draped Fabric.  Light layers

V neck Tops
Monochromatic looks

Cowl necks
Bottoms

You have great legs,  Show them off.
Boot cut pants to create an even line with 

the shoulder.
Shorter Skirts to show off your legs.

Style suggestions

. Becky Top. Patty Tunic, Ashley Top, Shari 
Tunic, Catherine Dress

Becky Top in White

https://steelpony.com/products/becky-top-combo-2


If you have Grey hair, in addition to your 
seasonal  color it changes the game a 
little.  Your best colors will be bright 
tones of Red, Rose, Plum, Purples, Berry, 
Jewel tones of Bright Blues and  Clear 
Greens.  Choose bright colors next to 
your face

GREY STRAWBERRY

GREY

Best Features
Trim waist and great legs.

Because you are full on top and slim on the 
bottom you need to choose things to add volume 

to our bottom half.
Goal

Accentuate your lower body while softening your 
shoulders and upper body

Tops
Cowl necks, Deep v necks simple and fuss free.  
Fabrics with natural drape add movement and 

softness.
Bottoms

Wide leg pants, flowy full bottoms helps even out 
your shape.

Wear bright colors on the bottom, Full skirts
Look for clothing that gives you the illusion of a 

waistline.
Style suggestions

Caitlain Tunic,Beth Tank Dress, Jamie Dress in 
Periwinkle or Strawberry

STRAWBERRY



Your Skin is Ivory, warm or peach.  You tan 
well.  Your hair is Golden Blond, Lt brown 
or strawberry with blond highlights.
Think Marilyn Monroe and Nicole Kidman.

SPRING BANANA

SPRING

Best colors include Coral, yellow, lime 
green, Periwinkle, Ivory, Camel rust.

BANANA

Best Features
Slender and often athletic

You may tend to pick simple fitted cuts 
but you may end up looking boxy.  

Instead choose clothing that softens 
your body and creates curves.

Goal
Create curves and show of great arms 

and legs.



Tops
Pick Asymmetric or rounded hems.  

You look great in boatnecks and 
off the shoulder looks.  Steer clear 

of Boxy looks.
Bottoms

High waist and Wide Leg Trousers 
add curve and volume to your 

hips.  You can go more masculine 
on the bottom but then pick 
something with drape and 

movement for the top.
Fabrics

Dress in fabrics that are softer, 
lace, lightweight fabrics that 

naturally drape
Suggestions

Lilo Sweater,  Catherine dress,  
Fawn Top, Daisy Tank, Jamie Pant. 

Daisy Tank and Jamie Pant

https://steelpony.com/products/daisy-tunic


SUMMER BANANA

Your Skin is Porcelain, pink, cool Mocha.  It 
tends to burn.  Your hair is ash blond to 
dark  ash brown.  Think Jodie Foster

SUMMER

Best colors include soft blue, pale lemon, 
jade green, blue-grey, rose beige.BANANA

Best Features
Slender and often athletic

You may tend to pick simple fitted cuts 
but you may end up looking boxy.  

Instead choose clothing that softens 
your body and creates curves.

Goal
Create curves and show of great arms 

and legs.



Tops
Pick Asymmetric or rounded hems.  

You look great in boatnecks and 
off the shoulder looks.  Steer clear 

of Boxy looks.
Bottoms

High waist and Wide Leg Trousers 
add curve and volume to your 

hips.  You can go more masculine 
on the bottom but then pick 
something with drape and 

movement for the top.
Fabrics

Dress in fabrics that are softer, 
lace, lightweight fabrics that 

naturally drape
Suggestions

Lilo Sweater,  Catherine dress,  
Fawn Top, Daisy Tank, Jamie Pant

Lilo Sweater

https://steelpony.com/products/lilo-sweater


Your skin is a warm beige or brown.  Your 
hair is golden blond to red to auburn to 
red black.
Think Oprah Winfrey and Julia Roberts

FALL BANANA

FALL

BANANA

Best colors include Coral, yellow, lime 
green, Periwinkle, Ivory, Camel rust.

Best Features
Slender and often athletic

You may tend to pick simple fitted cuts 
but you may end up looking boxy.  

Instead choose clothing that softens 
your body and creates curves.

Goal
Create curves and show of great arms 

and legs.



Tops
Pick Asymmetric or rounded hems.  

You look great in boatnecks and 
off the shoulder looks.  Steer clear 

of Boxy looks.
Bottoms

High waist and Wide Leg Trousers 
add curve and volume to your 

hips.  You can go more masculine 
on the bottom but then pick 
something with drape and 

movement for the top.
Fabrics

Dress in fabrics that are softer, 
lace, lightweight fabrics that 

naturally drape
Suggestions

Lilo Sweater,  Catherine dress,  
Fawn Top, Daisy Tank, Jamie Pant

Lilo Sweater in Natural

https://steelpony.com/products/lilo-sweater


Your skin is porcelain, rose-beige , 
Olive, Cool brown.  Your hair is 
White blond, Medium to Dark Ash 
brown, Blue Black

WINTER BANANA

WINTER

BANANA

Your color choices include Blue Red, 
Cobalt Blue, Emerald Green, Purple, 
White, Black, Taupe

Best Features
Slender and often athletic

You may tend to pick simple fitted cuts 
but you may end up looking boxy.  

Instead choose clothing that softens 
your body and creates curves.

Goal
Create curves and show of great arms 

and legs.



Tops
Pick Asymmetric or rounded hems.  

You look great in boatnecks and 
off the shoulder looks.  Steer clear 

of Boxy looks.
Bottoms

High waist and Wide Leg Trousers 
add curve and volume to your 

hips.  You can go more masculine 
on the bottom but then pick 
something with drape and 

movement for the top.
Fabrics

Dress in fabrics that are softer, 
lace, lightweight fabrics that 

naturally drape
Suggestions

Lilo Shrug,  Catherine dress, Taffy 
Top, Diana Pant in Periwinkle, 

Black and
Sea Glass

Catherine Dress

https://steelpony.com/products/catherine-dress-1


If you have Grey hair, in addition to your seasonal  
color it changes the game a little.  Your best 
colors will be bright tones of Red, Rose, Plum, 
Purples, Berry, Jewel tones of Bright Blues and  
Clear Greens.  Choose bright colors next to your 
face

GREY BANANA
GREY

BANANA

Best Features
Slender and often athletic

You may tend to pick simple fitted cuts but you 
may end up looking boxy.  Instead choose clothing 

that softens your body and creates curves.
Goal

Create curves and show of great arms and legs.

Tops
Pick Asymmetric or rounded hems.  You look 

great in boatnecks and off the shoulder looks.  
Steer clear of Boxy looks.

Bottoms
High waist and Wide Leg Trousers add curve 
and volume to your hips.  You can go more 

masculine on the bottom but then pick 
something with drape and movement for the 

top.
Lilo Ahrug,  Catherine dress,  Lena Tunicin

colors like Periwinkle and Lilac


